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Study design: Post hoc analysis from a randomized controlled cellular therapy trial in acute, complete
spinal cord injury (SCI).
Objectives: Description and quantitative review of study logistics, referral patterns, current practice
patterns and subject demographics.
Setting: Subjects were recruited to one of six international study centers.
Methods: Data are presented from 1816 patients pre-screened, 75 participants screened and
50 randomized.
Results: Of the 1816 patients pre-screened, 53.7% did not meet initial study criteria, primarily due to
an injury outside the time window (14 days) or failure to meet neurological criteria (complete SCI
between C5 motor/C4 sensory and T11). MRIs were obtained on 339 patients; 51.0% were ineligible
based on imaging criteria. Of the 75 participants enrolled, 25 failed screening (SF), leaving 50
randomized. The primary reason for SF was based on the neurological exam (51.9%), followed by
failure to meet MRI criteria (22.2%). Of the 50 randomized subjects, there were no significant
differences in demographics in the active versus control arms. In those participants for whom data was
available, 93.8% (45 of 48) of randomized participants received steroids before study entry, whereas
94.0% (47 of 50) had spine surgery before study enrollment.
Conclusion: The ‘funnel effect’ (large numbers of potentially eligible participants with a small number
enrolled) impacts all trials, but was particularly challenging in this trial due to eligibility criteria and
logistics. Data collected may provide information on current practice patterns and the issues
encountered and addressed may facilitate design of future trials.
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Introduction

The history of pharmaceutical research in acute spinal cord

injury (SCI) is recent. The Sygen (GM-1 ganglioside)1 and

NASCIS (National Acute Spinal Cord Injury StudyFmethyl-

prednisolone) clinical trials helped pave the way for more

recent trials in terms of study design, methodology and

outcome assessment.2,3,4 Although the efficacy of interven-

tions studied in these trials is still the subject of debate, they

were instructive in establishing that multi-center, rando-

mized, controlled trials in this population are feasible, albeit

challenging. Owing to the paucity of effective FDA-approved

treatments for acute or chronic spinal cord injury, there is a

large demand for treatments that will alter the natural

history of these patients.
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SCI research is now entering the era of cellular therapy.

The design and execution of cellular therapy-based trials can

build on what has been learned in previous pharmaceutical

trials, but may also present unique challenges. The use of

cell-based agents in acute human SCI trials consists of a

single Phase 1 trial using autologous macrophages.5 The

Phase 1 trial (sponsored by Proneuron Biotechnologies) was

completed in February, 2002 under a US Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) Investigational New Drug (IND)

application. Autologous macrophages were co-incubated

with autologous skin (a proprietary process called ProCord)

and delivered surgically via injection into the spinal cord.

The scientific rationale is briefly described by Knoller et al.5

Eight participants were enrolled three of whom improved

from American Spinal Injury Association [ASIA] Impair-

ment Scale [AIS]) classification A to C, as measured by the

International Standards for Neurological Classification of

Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI).6 The Phase 1 trial showed a

reasonable safety profile and an encouraging recovery rate

within the context of expected natural recovery, considering

the small sample size. A Phase 2 trial was initiated in October

2003, with the approval of local Institutional Review Boards

(IRB), National Regulatory Boards (Israel) and the FDA under

an amended IND.

This article describes the unique challenges in the Phase 2

ProCord trial related to study pragmatics and design,

particularly issues unique to an autologous cell-based

therapy, proposes potential means to overcome these

challenges, and reviews participant recruitment and demo-

graphics. Safety, outcomes and efficacy data will be reported

separately after data analysis is complete.

Materials and methods

Study design

The study was a Phase 2, multi-center, randomized, con-

trolled trial involving six SCI centers, five in the US, and one

in Israel (Table 1). Recruitment began in October 2003 with a

target enrollment of 61 participants in a 2:1 active to control

allocation. The primary efficacy measure was improvement

in AIS by at least one grade at 12 months post-intervention.

Secondary efficacy endpoints included improvement in

ISNCSCI sensory and motor scores, improvement of at least

two motor levels in participants with cervical spine injuries,

and improvement in bowel and bladder function.

Before trial initiation, an advisory committee was con-

vened to consult on trial design and sample size, which

resulted in the following recommendations:

� A no-intervention/standard of care control group was

included in the trial design recognizing the possibility

of natural recovery and the lack of conclusive outcome

data in existing databases that matched eligibility

criteria. Given the satisfactory safety profile (albeit from

a small sample size) from the Phase 1 trial, a 2:1 active to

control arm allocation was chosen as a more acceptable

randomization scheme than 1:1, for potentially eligible

participants;

� The use of a sham or placebo surgical control group was

not considered feasible. The extent of sham required in

this trial to mimic the experimental procedure would be

ethically questionable as it would necessitate an intra-

dural injection of a non-active substance. In consi-

dering placebo as an alternative to a sham procedure, a

laminectomy would be required to approximate the post-

operative recovery of the experimental procedure. In

either case, it would be impossible to blind the surgeon;

therefore only blinding of the participant would be

feasible. The investigators concluded that an effective

sham or placebo control would require a degree of surgical

exposure that could not be ethically justified in this

subject population. While this decision limited the use of

double-blinded research design, assessment bias was

addressed by the use of single blinded outcome examina-

tions at key time points.

Sample size

A sample size of 61 was chosen based on several factors. As

there is no established minimal clinically important differ-

ence (MCID-the smallest difference in score that is clinically

meaningful to an individual) established for the ISNCSCI

sensory/motor scores or AIS, rehabilitation and surgical

leaders in the field of SCI were asked what they considered

a meaningful improvement in both AIS and success rate.

They determined that a 20% or greater improvement in the

occurrence of conversions from AIS A to B or greater (using a

weighted scale), over a 1-year period would be clinically

significant. The rate of success in the Phase I trial and the

rate of spontaneous recovery were examined by looking at

two databases (Israel and the US National Spinal Cord Injury

Database [NSCID]), with as many matched criteria as

possible. The trial was powered to show that treatment is

Table 1 Collaborating sites and affiliated cell center

Participating centers Cell center

Chaim Sheba Medical Center
Tel Hashomer, Israel

Proneuron Biotechnologies
Ness –Ziona, Israel

Craig Hospital
Englewood, Colorado

Proneuron Biotechnologies
at Craig Hospital
Englewood, Colorado

Mount Sinai School of Medicine
New York, New York

Progenitor Cell Therapy
Hackensack, New Jersey

Kessler Medical Rehabilitation Research
Corporation (Kessler Institute for
Rehabilitation)
West Orange, New Jersey, USA
In conjunction with:
University of Medicine and Dentistry
Newark, New Jersey

Shriners Hospital
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Shepherd Center
Atlanta, Georgia

Cell Dynamics
Smyrna, Georgia
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superior to control with Po0.20. This level of significance

was used rather than the 0.05, frequently used in pivotal

trials, owing to the exploratory nature of this Phase 2

trial and the difficulty of recruiting suitable participants.

Planning for a 2:1 treatment ratio and assuming a true rate of

spontaneous recovery from AIS A at 7 days to AIS C at 1 year

in 3% of control participants (based on the databases

mentioned above) and a true treatment effect of 23%, a

sample of 34 active and 17 controls provide 80% power to

achieve this goal. (A total of eight participants were

originally enrolled and two additional participants were

added to the Phase 1a FDA study, and an additional four

participants were enrolled under a 1b non-FDA trial bringing

the total number to 14. One participant with spinal cord

transection was excluded from this calculation, such that 3

of 13 (23%) recovered from AIS A to C.) Ten participants were

added to account for an expected 20% dropout rate for a

total of 61.

The study sponsor thought that a trend towards improve-

ment, in conjunction with satisfactory safety data, would be

enough to justify a Phase 3 trial in the future.

Inclusion/Exclusion criteria

Inclusion/exclusion criteria are listed in Table 2. Additional

information explaining the rationale for specific inclusion/

exclusion, related to cellular-based therapy and safety

issues in acute SCI trials is available in the Supplement

Information.

Training

Training in the ISNCSCI motor/sensory examinations and

determination of AIS is recommended in the ICCP (Inter-

national Campaign for Cures of spinal cord injury Paralysis)

guidelines7 and by previous researchers.8,9,10,11 These two

aspects of the ISNCSCI assessment require a different set of

skills,9 thus both motor/sensory examiners (detailed in a

separate publication12) and AIS assessors were trained and

inter-rater reliability assessed separately, before the start of

the trial. To ensure accuracy of the AIS, examinations were

reviewed in a blinded manner by the Chair of the ASIA

Standards Committee. Following training ISNCSCI exami-

ners evaluated participants at study sites, remote hospitals or

at the subject’s home for follow-up as needed.

No formal group training occurred for the spine surgeons

or radiologists. However, the spine surgeons met before and

during the course of the trial to discuss different aspects of

the injection technique including intra-operative imaging,

targeting of injection sites, duraplasty and post-operative

care. Study radiologists conferred to establish standards for

MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) interpretation, such as

delineating contusion versus edema, the images and techni-

ques required to measure contusion length, and frequently

consulted with one another when reviewing images before

the study. All MRI studies screened for trial inclusion and

follow-up were read by one of two ‘central’ neuroradiologists

(blinded to subject allocation), to minimize variability in

image interpretation.

Study logistics

Figure 1 illustrates the study schema and flow.

Referrals

Individuals with SCI became aware of the trial primarily via

the internet (42.2%), physician referrals (16.1%) or family

members/friends (7.0%) (Table 3). The sponsor informed

clinical personnel and the general public about the trial

using several methods, including the sponsor and study site’s

web sites, presentations and/or booths at individual hospitals,

rehabilitation, trauma and surgery conferences and registra-

tion on www.clinicaltrials.gov. All public information was

approved a priori, by the Institutional Review Boards of all

participating facilities.

A centralized Call Center (with a toll free number)

provided international coverage 24h a day, 7 days a week.

Interested individuals, acute hospital staff and/or family

members contacted the Call Center, which used a standar-

dized script for basic screening to minimize the number of

calls passed to individual sites for processing by screening

out individuals who were ineligible due to age, penetrating

trauma or time since injury.

Table 2 Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria:
Traumatic SCI (within 14 days)
Age 16–65 years (inclusive)
Complete SCI (AIS A)
A single spinal cord lesion between C5 motor/C4 sensory level
and T11 neurological level by the ISNCSCI
The location and size of injury can be determined by MRI
Informed consent obtained and consent form signed

Exclusion criteria:
414 days since injury
Women who are pregnant or breastfeeding
Coma
Gunshot or other penetrating trauma
Fever (438.4 1C), 24 h before scheduled tissue harvest
Blood transfusion within 3 days before scheduled tissue harvest
Ventilator assistance within 24h before randomization
Hemoglobin o8.5 gdl–1

Anatomical transection of the cord visualized by MRI
Longitudinal dimension of injury determined by MRI 43 cm
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B and/or C positive
Serious pre-existing medical conditions
Any disease, concomitant injury, condition or treatment that interferes
with the performance or interpretation of the neurological
examinations
Previous or concomitant treatment with:

Immune modulators or experimental drugs 60 days before study
enrollment
Acute immune modulators (that is, Decadron, MPSS) within 5 days
before scheduled skin harvest
Hematopoetic inducers (for example, erythropoietin [Procrit])
following injury

Patient is unlikely to be available for follow-up as specified in the
protocol
Patient has a condition or has received medical treatment that
in the judgment of the investigator precludes successful participation
in the study
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Subject allocation

The Call Center used a geographically based allocation

between four of the US sites, which distributed calls to the

nearest study site based on subject location, including calls

from Canada and Latin America. The fifth US site processed

only direct referrals for participants between 16 and 21 years

of age. The study site in Israel was allocated participants from

the remainder of the world.

Preliminary eligibility assessment and pre-screening

The pre-screening process to determine preliminary elig-

ibility was extensive and thorough for multiple reasons

including the long distances frequently traveled by potential

participants to study sites. The pre-screening process was

initiated after a release of personal health information

was obtained by call center or study site personnel. Numerous

steps occurred in parallel during the pre-screening process.

One of the first steps in the pre-screening process was to

request a copy of all spine MRIs as there were several

inclusion/exclusion criteria related to imaging. (The pre-

ferred sequences to optimize interpretation of contusion

[hemorrhage] length were sagittal T1, T2 FSE, Gradient echo

T2, and STIR; axial T1 and gradient echo T2. Frequently, an

acute MRI had already been completed by the referring

facility; this MRI was accepted, regardless of sequences.) The

radiological evaluation included: measuring the length of

contusion (excluded if longitudinal dimension of injury

[hemorrhage] 43 cm), evidence of anatomical transection/

laceration (excluded if present), edema was measured for

information only. If the contusion length could not be

determined due to metal artifact, or the subject was unable

to have an MRI, they were considered ineligible for the trial.

In parallel to the radiological screening criteria, potential

participants were screened for eligibility for rehabilitation

(for example, pragmatic likelihood that individuals

would receive standard of care rehabilitation) and all other

inclusion/exclusion criteria. If all criteria appeared to be met,

the study protocol was reviewed with the patients and

families by phone. For patients who chose to participate,

and were located remote from the study site, the patients

were transported to a study facility, by air ambulance if

necessary (46.7% of participants). Upon arrival at a study

site, informed consent was obtained from all participants by

the primary investigator or his/her designee. On site screen-

ing then began to confirm trial eligibility. Baseline testing

occurred just before randomization to re-confirm eligibility.

A repeat (baseline) MRI was obtained (within 48h before

randomization) and reviewed locally or via the centralized

MRI center, depending on time constraints. If the contusion

had extended beyond three cm, the subject was considered

ineligible. By this time, most participants had undergone

Skin harvest*
and blood draw

*Macrophage
injection

Screening
Informed Consent

Screening assessments
Study MRI if not completed during pre-screening

ASIA exam

Prescreening
Contact Call Center

Clinical MRI – central reading
Clinical Neurological exam
Transportation to study site

Baseline
Study MRI
ASIA exam

Randomization

Day -14 Day -3 Day -2 Day -1 Day 0
Day 1

Day 7
Month 1

Month 3
Month 6

Month 9
Month 12

Follow-up

37 Hours

Acute complete SCI

Figure 1 Study schema.

Table 3 Origin of referral to trial (n¼1816)

Referred by: All referrals (n¼1816) All referrals that passed call center (n¼840)

Number Percent Number Percent

Web 767 42.2 274 32.6
Other/unknown 478 26.3 167 19.9
Doctor/hospital 293 16.1 228 27.1
Friends/family 127 7.0 85 10.1
Directa 76 4.2 70 8.3
TV/radio/magazine/newspaper/flyer 75 4.1 16 1.9
Total 1816 100 840 100

aPatients that contacted a trial site directly.
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surgical stabilization of the injury site, and therefore,

artifact frequently obscured the contusion. In this case, the

screening MRI was used for inclusion/exclusion. An issue

encountered during the trial was variability in the study

centers application of contraindications for MRI following

inferior vena cava filter placement. Thus in some study

centers obtaining a baseline MRI in participants with an

inferior vena cava filter was problematic.

After screening criteria were met and baseline testing was

completed, participants who continued to be eligible for the

trial were randomized to either the active or control arm.

Randomization envelopes had been prepared centrally in a

computerized, blinded fashion by the study statistician using

randomized blocks for each study site.

Surgical procedure(s)

As this was an autologous procedure, an initial surgery

was necessary to obtain the raw materials (blood and skin)

Approximately 230ml of blood was obtained via central or

peripheral venipuncture and a full thickness skin graft

(12�3 cm) was obtained from the medial aspect of the

upper arm. Blood and skin were then delivered to a dedicated

cell center located near the clinical site because of the

2h expiration of the cells (expiration was extended to 8h

toward the end of the study following additional cell

stability studies). Blood and skin were then co-incubated

for 37h. The prepared cells were delivered to the operating

room where the dura was opened and cells were injected in

six locations (20ml with 0.25 million cells each, total 120 ml
and 1.5 million cells) across the caudal border of the

lesion, as determined by MRI and intraoperative ultrasound

when feasible.

Control participants did not undergo the skin-harvesting

procedure nor the injection surgery, but were asked to

donate 230ml of blood, which was activated with allogeneic

skin donated by anonymous donors for research purposes.

Control participants were followed for 1 year with the same

outcome assessments as the active (participants receiving

cells) group.

Committees

The study was supervised by the Steering Committee, which

met approximately quarterly to advise the sponsor on

suggested changes to the protocol or study conduct. An

Independent Data Monitoring Committee met twice yearly

to monitor safety.

We certify that all applicable institutional and govern-

mental regulations concerning the ethical use of human

volunteers were followed during the course of this research.

Results

Pre-screening

Of the 1816 patients pre-screened by the Call Center, 53.7%

did not meet initial criteria. The primary reason for

ineligibility was time since injury414 days (46.0%) (Table 4).

For patients who met the call center criteria, but failed to

meet additional criteria, the primary reason was the

neurological level or incompleteness of injury (26.8%),

followed by failure to meet MRI criteria (23.8%).

MRIs (n¼ 339) were obtained for pre-screening; 64.3%

were completed pre-operatively (before stabilization), 30.1%

post-operatively, 5.6% were not identified as pre or post

operative by study radiologists. The higher than expected

rate of post-operative MRIs (versus pre-operative MRIs)

resulted in 11.3% (of ineligible MRIs) diagnostically inade-

quate MRIs due to artifact. Of the 51.2% of participants

deemed ineligible by MRI criteria, the main reason was

length of contusion greater than 3 cm (57.9%) (Table 5).

Contusion length for all MRIs averaged 2.9 cm±1.7 cm

(2.5 cm±1.1 cm in cervical spine injuries [n¼142] and

3.4 cm±1.8 cm in thoracic spine injuries [n¼ 162]). The

average length of edema for all injuries was 6.8 cm±2.6 cm

(6.6 cm±2.7 cm in cervical spine injuries [n¼99], and

Table 4 Eligibility outcomes based on call center data (n¼1816)

Reason for exclusion All referrals (n¼1816) All referrals that passed call center (n¼840)

Number of participants per reason Percent of reasons Number of participants per reason Percent of reasons

Time of injury 414 days 850 46.0 1 0.1a

Neurological 233 12.6 233 26.8
MRI 207 11.2 207 23.8
Medical 133 7.2 133 15.3
Chose not to participate 99 5.4 94 10.8
Enrolled 75 4.1 75 8.6
Time constraints 68 3.7 68 7.8
Cause of injury 58 3.1 12 1.4
Age 57 3.1 3 0.3a

Other/unknown 57 3.1 33 3.8
Con medsb 7 0.4 7 0.8
Trial terminated 4 0.2 4 0.5
Total 1848c 100 870c 100

aScreened by call center, but occasionally passed call center and clarified by site Study Coordinator.
bSee Table 2 for concomitant medication exclusion criteria.
cAmong the 1816 participants pre-screened for the study, some had multiple reasons for exclusion; therefore the number of reasons presented is greater than the

number of participants pre-screened.
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7.1 cm±2.4 cm in thoracic spine injuries [n¼96]). Of all

cervical spine films deemed ineligible (n¼48), 83% (n¼40)

were because of a contusion 43 cm. Of all the thoracic spine

films deemed ineligible (104), 70% (n¼73) were due to a

contusion 43 cm.

Screening

Although target enrollment was 61 participants, the un-

expected withdrawal of a source of financial support

(unrelated to study safety or efficacy issues), compounded

by the unforeseen costs due to trial design, forced the

sponsor to stop recruitment prematurely. Some of the costly

aspects of the trial were related to building or contracting

multiple cell centers, medical transportation of participants

to clinical trial sites close to the cell centers, and the high

rate of screen failure. Therefore, enrollment was suspended

in March 2006 after 50 participants were randomized.

Seventy-five of participants who passed initial screening

for the trial were enrolled (see Figure 2 for a flow chart of

participant enrollment). One-third of these subsequently

screen failed (SF) (Screen failure [SF] -failed to meet criteria

after signing of informed consent but before randomization.

Premature termination [PT]Fparticipants who signed

informed consent and were randomized but did not

complete the trial. Batch failureFan autologous macro-

phage preparation that failed to meet microbial and/or

release testing criteria, such that the participant was unable

to receive the cells) leaving 50 participants in the trial.

Enrolled participants screen failed for the following reasons

(multiple reasons per participant in some cases): neurologi-

cally incomplete (8), neurological level (6), medical reasons

(6), MRI (5), concomitant medications (1) (see Table 2 for

exclusion criteria related to concomitant medications) and

unstable neurological exam (1). Of the 50 eligible partici-

pants, eight were considered premature terminations (PT),

which occurred due to: batch failure (2), febrile (2), MRI (1),

death (1), lost to follow-up (1) and consent withdrawn (1).

Of the eight PTs, five occurred before or on the date of

injection or the equivalent in the control group (day 0),

three occurred after day 0 (day 7, month 3 and month 9).

Of the 42 participants remaining, 33 completed the 12-month

follow-up in accordance with the study protocol

(one completed 9 months, eight completed 6 months) by

the end of November 2006, when the financial issues

discussed above necessitated canceling follow-up visits.

The 50 randomized participants arrived at a study site on

average 8.8±3.0 days following injury. Participants were

screened on day 10.0±1.7, baseline testing and randomiza-

tion was performed on day 11.0±1.4 and participants

received the macrophages (or the control group equivalent)

on day 13.00±1.5 (One participant had a planned injection

[protocol deviation] on day 15. The participant had a

previous batch failure before day 14 and a second attempt

was made on day 15, resulting in a second batch failure and

premature termination). Baseline testing and screening were

combined because of time constraints in 20 of the 50 (40.0%)

participants.

Enrollment Demographics

Of the 50 participants randomized there were 17 controls

and 33 active participants. No significant differences were

noted between groups in terms of gender, age, body mass

index, vertebral level of injury (range C5-T11), cause of

injury, spine surgery or use of steroids before study entry

(Table 6). Ninety-six percent of participants were Caucasian,

2.0% were Hispanic and 2.0% were African American.

Approximately 94% of randomized participants received

steroids following injury. Among the participants for whom

type of steroid was known, all but one received methyl-

prednisolone, and the remaining participants received

dexamethasone. Three participants did not receive steroids,

and for two additional participants, steroid use was not

known. Of those five participants, four were from outside of

the United States. The one US participant who did not

receive steroids was admitted into the trauma system beyond

the eight hour window, and therefore, was not eligible for

steroids based on the NASCIS trials protocol.3,4

Table 5 Reasons for ineligibility based available pre-screening and
screening MRIs (n¼174)

Number of participants
with exclusion

Percent of reasons for
MRI ineligibility

Lesion length 43 cm 118 57.9
Laceration/transection 37 18.1
Artifact (unable to
assess contusion)

23 11.3

Two contusions 13 6.4
Other 8 3.9
Conusa 5 2.5
Total 204b 100

aA lesion extending into the conus medullaris such that the surgeon would

have technical difficulty injecting the macrophages.
bAmong the 174 MRIs that failed pre-screening or screening, some had

multiple reasons for exclusion; therefore the number of reasons presented is

greater than the number of MRIs that failed pre-screening.

Pre-Screened Patients
n = 1,816

Screened Participants
n = 75

Screen Failures
n = 25

Randomized
Participants

Randomized to Active
Arm n=33

Randomized to
Control Arm n=17

Premature Terminations
n=8

Participants who
completed Month 12

visit
n=33

Participants who did not complete
the 12 Month visit due to Study

Termination
n=9

Figure 2 Flow chart of participant enrollment.
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Ninety-four percent of participants had spine surgery

(decompression and/or stabilization) before study entry.

Two of the three who did not have previous surgical

intervention had decompression (1) or stabilization (1)

during the surgical procedure to inject the macrophages.

The third participant was allocated to control and did not

require surgery. One participant who was eligible based on

the pre-stabilization MRI, had stabilization before arrival at

the study site with stainless steel instrumentation, impacting

the radiographic interpretation of the injury site. The

participant’s hardware was removed and replaced with

titanium screws and rods (reducing ferro-magnetic artifact)

during the procedure to inject the autologous macrophages,

to minimize the artifact in future MRIs. In comparing

vertebral to neurological level of injury (NLI) based on the

ISNCSCI at the baseline exam in the 49 participants (24

cervical, 25 thoracic) for whom data was available; in 45.8%

of cervical and 8.0% of thoracic the vertebral and NLI were

equivalent (26.5% overall), in 8.3% of cervical and16.0% of

thoracic the vertebral level of injury was one level higher

(12.2% overall) than NLI, and for 45.8% of cervical and

76.0% of thoracic the vertebral level of injury was lower than

the NLI (range 1–4 levels) (61.2% overall).

Cerebrospinal fluid was collected for research purposes

with limited success. CSF was collected in active participants

at day 0, after the dura was opened during the surgical

procedure to inject the macrophages and via lumbar

puncture at day 7 and month 12 in all participants. Based

on available data, CSF was successfully collected at day 0 in

69.0% of active participants (20 of 29), at day 7 and month

12 in 39.1% (18 of 46) and 3.4% (1 of 29), respectively, of all

participants.

Discussion

The conundrum in clinical research is the funnel effect,

which is particularly challenging with acute SCI. Although

there are approximately 11–12 000 new traumatic spinal

cord injuries per year in the United States, once strict

inclusion criteria for a specific study are applied, the number

of potentially eligible participants diminishes substantially.

In the United States, patients with SCI are widely scattered

between acute care facilities with varying degrees of

neurotrauma experience, such that few centers see large

numbers of patients with acute SCI. In this trial, 4.1% of

individuals who contacted the call center were transported

to a study site, 2.8% of whom were randomized. Even

eliminating those individuals who did not meet the basic

criteria to pass through the Call Center, only 6.0% were

randomized. The inclusion/exclusion criteria for this trial

were carefully chosen to decrease the impact of confounding

independent variables while focusing on patient safety,

therefore the criteria were somewhat restrictive until efficacy

and safety were better defined, which occurs in later phase

clinical trials. Enrollment of a large number of participants

Table 6 Participant demographics

Active arm Control arm Group total P-value

Age N¼33 N¼17 N¼50
Range 15–57 years a 27.4±11.0 29.5±14.5 28.1±12.2 0.57b

BMI N¼33 N¼17 N¼50
Range 17.30–36.52 25.8±4.9 25.2±3.8 25.6±4.5 0.66b

Gender N¼33 N¼17 N¼50
Female 6 3 9 1.00b

Male 27 14 41
Level of injury N¼33 N¼17 N¼50
Cervical (C5-T1) 15 9 24 0.77c

Thoracic (T2-T11) 18 8 26
Cause of injury N¼33 N¼17 N¼50
MVA 20 9 29 0.71c

Fall 6 5 11
Sports 7 3 10
Spine surgery d N¼33 N¼17 N¼50
Yes 31 16 47 1.00c

No 2 1 3
Decompression d N¼30 N¼16 N¼46e

Yes 22 11 33 0.74c

No 8 5 13
Fusion d N¼33 N¼17 N¼50
Yes 31 16 47 1.00c

No 2 1 3
Steroids d N¼31 N¼17 N¼48e

Yes 29 16 45 1.00c

No 2 1 3

aParticipants o16 were ethics committee approved before enrollment.
bT-Test with equal variance.
cFisher’s exact test-2 sided.
dBefore trial enrollment.
eWhere o50 data not available.
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with acute SCI, who meet inclusion criteria, can be difficult.

The challenge of informing trauma and intensive care unit-

based personnel in a large number of facilities nationwide is

a daunting task. In some cases physicians are reluctant to

refer a patient to a Phase 2 trial, without published results.

Furthermore, clinical staff may be aware of the trial, but may

be reluctant to refer an acute patient to another facility. One

option to address some of these issues is through the use of

clinical trial networks with both trauma and acute care

facilities, which would facilitate screening and choice of

clinical study sites, improve dissemination of inclusion/

exclusion criteria, and in turn improve subject recruitment.

To conduct a trial such as described herein, multiple centers

are needed, potentially even in Phase 1 trials, thus adding

complexity, cost and increased variability in techniques and

data collection.

Unfortunately, many of these issues are unalterable. This

study necessitated the transportation of participants to

participating centers affiliated with a cell center, as cell

centers and personnel were limited and costly. However, the

alternative of transporting product and extending stability

beyond 2h (extended to 8h) only was able to be validated

close to the end of the trial. The expanded window would

have allowed the possibility of adding more centers and

eliminating the inconvenience of transporting and displa-

cing participants and their families. In future research, these

considerations should be addressed in pre-clinical studies

and validation.

The time window for injection and the use of autologous

product significantly impacted study logistics. By using an

autologous product with a 14-day window for injection, the

raw materials were only available after injury and the

processing was complex and time consuming. An ‘off the

shelf’ allogeneic cellular-based product may allow more

flexibility and simplify logistical issues. The scheduling of

the macrophage injection surgery was encouraged as early in

the study window as feasible, to have a variety of time points

for injection, enabling analysis of day of injection as a

potentially important independent variable. Owing to the

complexity of enrollment procedures and use of an auto-

logous product, the average day for macrophage injection

was day 13. With the narrow window of 14 days for injection

combined with a small sample size, it is difficult to draw

conclusions about effectiveness at a variety of time points.

An issue impacting all acute SCI trials is the route of

administration of the product. For a high risk route of

administration (that is, intradural surgery), more partici-

pants may be excluded from the trial due to inherent surgical

risks, even if all other criteria are met. A major surgery may

also affect when participants can initiate rehabilitation. The

less invasive the route of administration, the less risk to the

participant, and therefore, a potentially higher rate of

enrollment can be achieved. Of the 96 patients who

contacted a study site or the Call Center and chose not to

participate, the reason was obtainable from only 28. The

most commonly stated reason for choosing not to participate

was concern about undergoing a second surgery. In future

studies, enrollment may be facilitated by validation of the

least invasive route of administration, development of a

product that can be delivered to the participant without

requiring medical transport to specialized sites, and adminis-

tration of the product during initial stabilization without a

stand alone surgical procedure. The sponsor was, in fact,

conducting pre-clinical studies using an intrathecal infusion

of cells, to explore a less invasive alternative to an open

surgical procedure.

A significant logistical issue was transmission of MRIs. At

the outset of the study, it was assumed that all images

could be sent from referring sites and study sites to the

central radiologists. However, many facilities had difficulty

transferring electronic images; therefore pre-screening

images were sent from the referring site either as hard copies

or electronically to the centralized MRI reading center. Raw

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)

images stored on compact disk (CD) and shipped via courier

overnight became the most common method of sending

MRIs. Unfortunately these methods of image transmission

caused delays in central reading of MRI images in an already

tight window (14 days). Use of an imaging contract research

organization, specializing in electronic image transmission

could improve this logistical challenge and the resulting

delay in assessing preliminary eligibility.

The careful choice of inclusion/exclusion criteria is critical

to ensure good study design, balanced with the need to

target a population that will benefit if the product is labeled

for commercial use and to ensure that the funnel effect is not

prohibitive. An example is the inclusion criteria of patients

with complete SCI. From a safety standpoint, this is often the

optimal choice in a trial with an invasive route of admin-

istration; however, these are also the most severe injuries.

With the advent of regenerative therapies, patients with an

incomplete SCI, who may benefit the most from these types

of interventions, may not be included until later stage trials

for safety reasons. Therefore, sponsors must either have

compelling safety data to include patients with incomplete

SCI in early stage trials, or be prepared to accept limited

efficacy in more severe injuries.

There are many potential reasons for the high rate (1/3 of

participants) of screen failure. The most common reasons

were a neurologically incomplete injury (29.6%) and level of

injury (22.2%), together accounting for 51.8% of screen

failures. Frequently, participants were examined remotely

during pre-screening and, once transported and examined by

study trained personnel, did not meet the trial inclusion

criteria based on the ISNCSCI. In some cases, spontaneous

conversions from complete to incomplete SCI may have

occurred. Another reason for the discrepancy between

remote and study-trained examiners may be that the

ISNCSCI although detailed in a reference manual, are

clinically applied with a wide degree of interpretation and

are not commonly used in non-rehabilitation focused

trauma and local hospitals therefore, it was often difficult

to confirm with certainty that participants met criterion for

completeness and level of injury. Even experienced exam-

iners, if not trained, may not be reliable. Reliability was

critical in this study, as participants frequently traveled a

long distance to study sites. One mechanism used to

potentially improve reliability was for the study treatment
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site investigator to guide a local therapist or physician

through the exam, at times sending portions of the training

manual and describing the exam in detail with local

examiners.

Although an Investigators Meeting (IM) and Site Initia-

tions occurred before the trial and an IM was also held mid-

study, sites became active in the trial sequentially. There was

a learning curve for both the sponsor and sites in terms of

enrollment and minimizing screen failures. For example the

criteria for neurological level of injury was amended from ‘A

single spinal cord lesion with last fully preserved neurological

level from C-5 to T-11’ to ‘A single spinal cord lesion between

C5 motor/C4 sensory level and T11 neurological level by the

ISNCSCI’ following a number of screen failures. The

rationale for this change is discussed in the Supplement.

Approaches the investigators used to minimize screen

failures were also communicated between sites. The rate of

screen failure for neurological level of injury did diminish as

the trial progressed.

In this study, pre-trial training was formally conducted for

ISNCSCI motor/sensory testing and AIS. Formal training for

radiologists and surgeons should be considered for future

trials. Clinical sites and thus surgeons were added sequen-

tially to the trial, thus making standardization issues more

challenging but, on the positive side, enabling new surgeons

to learn from experiences of other sites.

Despite the small sample size, random allocation of

participants to active and control arms resulted in equivalent

groups in terms of demographics, pre-study surgical inter-

vention and steroid use before study entry. The data

collected may provide information about practice patterns

in the population. For example, participants were recruited

from a variety of centers throughout the United States

(not just study centers) during the era when the results of the

NASCIS II and III trials were considered controversial;

however, steroids were widely used. All US participants

who met the 8-h eligibility criteria defined in the NASCIS

trials, had received clinical steroid treatment before referral

to the study.3,4

Additionally, it is interesting to note that the epidemiol-

ogy of enrolled participants (96.0% Caucasian), varies from

the epidemiology in the NSCID.13 Although an in-depth

analysis is beyond the scope of this article, this disparity may

be a reflection of recruitment methods, referring facilities

and/or clinical sites.

Tests and procedures such as lumbar puncture (LP),

which may be difficult, uncomfortable or have potential

side effects may result in poor compliance. The primary

reason for the low rate of CSF collection at day 7 and

month 12 was that participants declined the LP. The rate

of obtaining CSF was higher in participants allocated to

the treatment versus control group on day 7, 48.3% of

participants allocated to active arm consented to LP,

whereas only 23.5% consented in the control arm. As CSF

was collected for research purposes only (versus safety)

and a separate informed consent was required, participants

frequently declined. One reason CSF was not always

obtained at the day 0 time point was that CSF was collected

following the durotomy; therefore cord edema sometimes

made collection difficult. In participants without a signifi-

cant contraindication, a lumbar puncture performed after

anesthesia but before opening of the dura for injection, may

improve the collection rate.

Conclusion

Many challenging issues are illustrated when examining the

ProCord trial, some of which may be alterable in future trials.

Understanding which factors can be simplified, and facil-

itating these changes where possible, may be critical in

future trials.

Some of the issues illustrated in this trial include the

‘funnel effect’, which occurs in all studies but was particu-

larly evident in this study. Several factors likely contributed

to the funnel effect in this study including: the inclusion

criteria of 14 days since injury, medical transportation of

participants to study sites, which necessitated relying on

ISNCSCI exams from remote sites (that may have less

experience with ISNCSCI examinations), and a route of

administration requiring major surgery.

Data collected in this trial may reflect current practice

patterns, which may impact the design of future protocols.

Standardization of tests and procedures where possible,

particularly those that may impact outcomes, is important

in the context of current standards of care.

This trial shows that a complex cell-based intervention

clinical trial protocol in this population can be implemen-

ted, despite the collective challenges of subject recruitment

and trial logistics described herein.
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